Press Release

AutoForm Hydro – Rapid Design and Simulation of Tube Hydroforming

Wilen b. Wollerau, Switzerland, July 3, 2014: AutoForm Engineering GmbH, the leading supplier of software solutions for the sheet metal forming industry, has unveiled its latest software, AutoForm Hydro 2014. This is an easy-to-use and highly intuitive software solution for rapid tool design and simulation of tube hydroforming processes. With AutoForm Hydro 2014, users are equipped to meet the increasing demands regarding part complexity, part quality and implementation of new materials as well as the increased complexity and variety of processes.

AutoForm Hydro enables the user to carry out a complete virtual tryout of the hydroforming process which involves all of the process steps, such as bending, preforming, hydroforming, annealing, calibration, cutting, piercing and springback. Starting from the initial part geometry, AutoForm Hydro allows users to rapidly generate all necessary tool geometries as well as to simulate and evaluate the complete forming process of hydroformed parts. AutoForm Hydro is used by part designers, process engineers as well as tool and die makers to evaluate hydroforming tool designs and process layouts.

This latest version, AutoForm Hydro 2014, has a wide range of new features and improvements for rapid tool design and simulation of tube hydroforming processes. The most distinctive improvements include modeling of intermediate tool geometries, multi-stage hydroforming process evaluation as well as simulation of (low) multi pressure hydroforming. An important novelty is AutoForm-HydroSigma, which enables engineers to systematically improve the hydroforming process and ensures the most efficient and robust manufacturing.

With the increasing usage of challenging materials, such as high strength steels, the analysis of springback issues when hydroforming parts is becoming more and more important. AutoForm Hydro enables accurate springback simulation and evaluation of springback after any forming process step. In addition, AutoForm Hydro enables the simulation and evaluation of the entire hydroforming process, either by high, multi step high or (low) multi pressure hydroforming technologies, which allows the user to select the best of them.

Dr. Markus Thomma, Corporate Marketing Director of AutoForm Engineering, has stated: “AutoForm Hydro 2014 enables users to quickly generate and evaluate alternative tool designs and process layouts as well as to find the best forming process for hydroformed parts. This software solution provides a comprehensive in-depth understanding and validation of the entire hydroforming process. With AutoForm Hydro, companies can benefit from shorter development times, reduced tooling, material and production costs as well as improved process reliability.”

About AutoForm Engineering GmbH

AutoForm offers software solutions for the die-making and sheet metal forming industries along the entire process chain. With 250 employees dedicated to this field, AutoForm is recognized as the leading provider of software for product manufacturability, tool and material cost calculation, die face design and virtual process optimization. All of the Top 20 automotive OEMs and most of their suppliers have selected AutoForm as their software of choice. Besides its headquarters in Switzerland, AutoForm has offices in Germany, The Netherlands, France, Spain, Italy, USA, Mexico, Brazil, India, China, Japan and Korea. AutoForm is also present through its agents in more than 15 other countries. For detailed information please visit: www.autoform.com
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Hydroforming of engine cradle in high strength steel – preforming and final part.

AutoForm Hydro enables the user to carry out a complete virtual tryout of the hydroforming process involving all process steps: bending, preforming, hydroforming, annealing, calibration, cutting, piercing and springback.
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